Fast and comfortable
hair removal

Retire
the
Razor!

Sleek Laser Hair Removal Treatments Are:
■

Virtually pain-free with no medication or other
pre-treatments required

■

Long-lasting

■

Quick– treatments are usually under an hour

■

Recovery-free, so you can return to normal activities
immediately

■

Effective for all skin types, including tanned skin,
as well as different hair types

■

More complete in coverage than other laser hair
removal options

■

Perfect for any area of the body– including more
sensitive areas like the face, neck and bikini area

■

Safe and effective

Hair removal is one of the aesthetic medical industry’s
most well-known and researched uses of lasers.
Thousands of patients worldwide have enjoyed a life
without unwanted hair, thanks to Sleek Laser Hair
Removal.

Go online to learn more about laser hair removal at
PainFreeHairFree.com

580-233-4300
toll free

866-WE-SLEEK (866-937-5335)

the Chiropractic Center

·

102 West Randolph Enid, OK 73701

Laser hair removal with a difference..
no pain.
No more nicks, cuts or
shaving required.

Ever.
In as little as 5-6 treatments, $50 per zone,*
you can really say “goodbye” to shaving!
How many times have you wished you no longer
had to shave, pluck or wax unwanted hair? And
have you ever worried about the pain of the
procedure?
Now there’s an easier, comfortable way
to permanently eliminate regrowing hair,
thanks to SLEEK Laser Hair Removal.

Sleek Laser Hair Removal is a state-of-the-art
procedure specially designed to remove unwanted
hair faster, more comfortably, and with fewer visits
than ever before.
Now, because of the patented IN-Motion™ technology of Sleek’s pain-free, hair-free laser, you can even
treat sensitive areas without the discomfort of other
systems. By using a sweeping, paintbrush technique,

the hair removal procedure is shorter, comfortable
and gives great results. More comfortable than ever
before!
Sleek’s diode laser gently heats targeted hair
follicles with gentle pulses of laser energy, while
you stay relaxed. Nearly any part of the body can be
treated safely and comfortably, including the face,
neck, legs, arms, bikini line, back and stomach.

Because the laser is constantly in motion, many
patients remark that Sleek Laser Hair Removal
treatments feel similar to a “hot stone massage.”
* Please request a current price sheet for details.

